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Summary: 

The first data from Australia’s troubled 2016 census* has just become available and 
provides some insights into who is the typical Australian. 
 

* The 2016 census was the first one which could be completed online. Millions of 
Australians however were unable to lodge their forms online after a denial of service 
cyber-attack from overseas. A lot of people had also threatened to sabotage or not 
complete the census because of privacy concerns.  

Interviewee(s) • Dr Liz Allen, a demographer at the Australian National University 

 
 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - which ones don't you know or you are unsure what 
they mean? 
 
 

a period when the supply of a 
service is not available  

 

as good as, comparable with  
benefit, advantage  
completely, fully  
deliberately damage or obstruct 
something 

 

do, perform, carry out  
look, quick look, view  
planned, calculated to achieve a 
goal 

 

submit  
understanding or awareness  

 

lodge a form (v) 
insight (n) 
dividend (n) 
strategic (adj) 
glimpse (n) 
own outright (adv) 
website outage (n) 
on a par with 
conduct surveys (v) 
sabotage (v) 
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SUMMARY 
 
The first data from Australia’s troubled 2016 census* has just become available and provides some 
insights into who is the typical Australian.  
 

* The 2016 census was the first one which could be completed online. Millions of Australians however were 
unable to lodge their forms online after a denial of service cyber-attack from overseas. A lot of people had 
also threatened to sabotage or not complete the census because of privacy concerns.  

 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS  
 
Ø What is a census? Why are they conducted? What are some example questions?  
Ø What is a demographer? What do they do? 
Ø What is a “typical Australian”? 
Ø Dr Liz Allen says a younger population “presents many opportunities in terms of a demographic 

dividend.” What does she mean? 
 

 
LISTENING  
 
 
Listen to the report and take notes or listen and then complete the task on the next page 
 
Australia’s Population 
 
• Children? 

                             
• Age of population? 
  
• Oldest populations? 
 
• Youngest population? 
 
• Average age of the Indigenous population? 
 
 
Housing 
 
• Owning or renting? 
 
• Bedrooms? 

 
• Owning or renting in Tasmania and New South Wales? 
 
• Owning or renting in the Northern Territory?  
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
After listening to the report, try to complete the following sentences 
 
Australia’s Population 
 
• Married with … a. 1 child.                  b.  2 children.                     c. 3 children. 

                             
• The population is …  

a. getting younger            b. getting older               c. is similar in age compared to the last census. 
 
• The average age is around … a. 28 years old           b. 38 years old             c. 48 years old. 

  
• The states or territories with the oldest population are …  

a. NSW and Queensland.               b. WA and Victoria.              c. Tasmania and South Australia.  
 
• The state or territory with the youngest population is …  

a. the Northern Territory.             b. Queensland.               c. South Australia. 
 
• Compared to other Australians, the Indigenous population is …  

a. much the same age.                 b. much younger.              c. much older. 
 
 
Housing 
 
• Owning or renting? 

The typical Australian .................................................................................... 
 
• Bedrooms? 

Their home has about .................................................................................... 
 

• Owning or renting in Tasmania and New South Wales? 
The most typical person .................................................................................... 

 
• Owning or renting in the Northern Territory?  

The most typical person.................................................................................... 
 
 
 
o According to Dr Liz Allen, how were the response rates from the 2016 census compared to the 2011 

census? .................................................................................... 
  

o According to Dr Liz Allen, did the majority of people complete it accurately?  Yes  /  No 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 

lodge               insight              dividend              strategic              glimpse 
outright              outage                on a par with              conduct             sabotage 

 
 
1. Learning a foreign language can pay ..................................... for your career and be personally enriching as 

well. 
2. After his visa application was rejected, the man immediately .....................................an appeal with the 

department of immigration. 
3. Many people argue that you can't gain a deep ...............................................into a country's culture without 

learning its language as well. 
4. The CEO said the purchase of 20 new planes was part of the company's long term 

...............................................to become the number one airline in the Asia-Pacific region. 
5. The exhibition provided a ...............................................into what everyday life would have been like in 

Ancient Rome. 
6. The government had allowed a small section of the forest to be logged over the last decade but after 

a series of protests it decided to ban it ................................................ 
7. The group of protestors were arrested on suspicion of ...............................................logging machinery and 

equipment. 
8. The scientist had spent more than 2 decades ...............................................research into the link between 

passive smoking and lung cancer. 
9. The teenager’s cooking ability was ...............................................most professional chefs. 
10. Widespread power ...............................................were reported across the city after a massive storm struck. 
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ANSWERS 
 
• 2 children                
• getting older                
• 38 years old 
• Tasmania and South Australia 
• the Northern Territory              
• much younger 
 

• on the way to owning their own home 
• 3 bedrooms 
• owns their home outright 
• is renting  
 
 

o at least equal to or possibly better 
o yes 

 
  
 
a period when the supply of a service is not available  outage 
as good as, comparable with on a par with 
benefit, advantage dividend 
completely, fully outright 
deliberately damage or obstruct something sabotage 
do, perform, carry out conduct 
look, quick look, view glimpse 
planned, calculated to achieve a goal strategic 
submit lodge 
understanding or awareness insight 
 
1. After his visa application was rejected, the man immediately lodged an appeal with the department 

of immigration. 
2. Learning a foreign language can pay dividends for your career and be personally enriching as well. 
3. Many people argue that you can't gain a deep insight into a country's culture without learning its 

language as well. 
4. The CEO said the purchase of 20 new planes was part of the company's long term strategy to 

become the number one airline in the Asia-Pacific region. 
5. The exhibition provided a glimpse into what everyday life would have been like in Ancient Rome. 
6. The government had allowed a small section of the forest to be logged over the last decade but after 

a series of protests it decided to ban it outright. 
7. The group of protestors were arrested on suspicion of sabotaging logging machinery and 

equipment. 
8. The scientist had spent more than 2 decades conducting research into the link between passive 

smoking and lung cancer. 
9. The teenager’s cooking ability was on par with most professional chefs. 
10. Widespread power outages were reported across the city after a massive storm struck. 
 


